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Here, there and everywhere

Pleasant lighting for people full of life. Louis 

Poulsen lighting can be summed up as simp-

ly as this. A chameleon-like ability to match 

every culture, style, architecture and indivi-

dual has, over the years, made our lights at-

tractive and sought after around the world. 

In this catalogue, we have gathered a col-

lage of images featuring our products from 

around the world. We hope the moods, ideas 

and variety of these images will inspire you 

to create personal lighting and ambience in 

your own home.
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PH 3/2, PH 2/1 & PH 4½-3½
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A big idea 
in a small package 

It is hard to believe that 85 years have passed since Poul Henningsen designed his revolutionary 

three-shade system. A lighting system that completely eliminated glare from the light source, and 

which quickly became an international success story. Two of the most well-known table lamps, PH 

3/2 and the impressive PH 4½-3½, have now been joined by the diminutive and exclusive PH 2/1. 

We’ve added yet another dimension to home ambience. 
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PH 2/1
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Paris
where it al l started

When Louis Poulsen decided to launch the PH system in 1924, Paris was his venue of choice. And for 

us, Paris was therefore the natural choice for the launch of the PH 2/1 table lamp. After arranging 

a rendezvous between the new model and a French interior, we hired a photographer to document 

the moment in the world’s most romantic city. 
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Personality

The personal expression – the carefully se-

lected effects that combine to give your 

home its own special character. Even the 

smallest details tell a story about you and 

your life. Your choice of home lighting there-

fore also says something about your identity, 

and helps create a comfortable backdrop for 

you and your life. 
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PH 2/1
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PH 2/1
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Icon

Andy Warhol, the Beatles, Koons – and our 

own PH. Each represent a level of originality 

so great that their ideas remain topical and 

relevant today. The clear thoughts and unique 

qualities in their artistic expression mean not 

only that they retain their significance, but 

also that they bring new meaning to new 

generations. 
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Interior

Our identity, creativity and priorities are re-

flected in our home furnishings. From bo-

hemian to minimalist. Even though Louis 

Poulsen lighting is often considered classic, 

it also has attributes that are both edgy and 

charismatic. For many, our lighting also adds 

extra charm and character to the home.  
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PH 2/1
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PH Artichoke 
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Texas
free and emancipated

To be yourself. Free to choose. Priceless. These are the values on which both Texas and the PH 

Artichoke were founded. Representing the highest standards of innovation, form and function, over 

the years this light has achieved superstar status in God’s own country – perhaps because it is the 

manifestation of the unique ability to think free, think big and think differently – just as they do in 

the USA. 
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Expression

Some people have a keen eye for things that 

complement each other – supplement each 

other – talk to each other. They also furnish 

with their heart, so even the smallest de-

tail reinforces the experience. Here, lighting 

is the special ingredient, accentuating the 

expression of the important elements and 

bringing everything together to create an 

overall effect. 
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Enigma 545
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AJ
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Function

Functional doesn’t have to mean dull. When 

the designer has a mission and the consumer 

a passion, something new is created. This is 

true of the lamp as a singular object. But it is 

also true of the décor, of which the lamp is a 

highly functional and atmospheric part. As al-

ways, what makes the difference and creates 

exciting results is creativity and the ability to 

see new opportunities. 
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PH Hat. Private home. Misawa Home Co., Ltd.
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Tokyo
where aesthetics take on a higher significance

Japan is undoubtedly the world capital of stringent aesthetics. Simplicity and focus on the details 

provide balance and encourage contemplation. Peace for the eye, freedom for the soul. The effect 

of lighting in the deeply traditional Japanese aesthetic is as fundamental to a room as the floor, 

ceiling and walls. 
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Balance

For a home to function at its best, the décor 

must support the many functions we require 

of it. This demands much of lighting. As well 

as helping to give a room character, it must 

also provide good lighting for life’s everyday 

activities. We see this not as contradictory, 

but as a challenge and as motivation to de-

velop attractive as well as practical lighting. 
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AJ Royal & P-Hat
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OJ

Berlin
a cultural nexus

Both politically and culturally, Berlin has played a major role throughout world history. Historical 

architecture and epoch-making design are the hallmarks of the city with a propensity for func-

tional and logical expression. Poul Henningsen’s inspiration is clear and converse. Focus on the 

simple and functional is at the core of an almost timeless design story, which inspires as much 

now as it did then. 
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Art

For some, design is art. For the most part, 

we agree: Both play a part in influencing ex-

periences and feelings; in terms of design, 

hopefully in an inspiring and enjoyable way. 

Consider the OJ series, where the concept, 

the technology and the materials converge 

to create extremely pleasant lighting and 

ambience. 
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Affinity

The design expression is challenged. The ex-

perience converges with the function. Usa-

bility is optimised with minor adjustments 

or wholesale changes, but you are never in 

doubt about the affinity between them. 

It is the design that makes the difference and 

is often what gives towns and locations their 

character. Names achieve such a level of fa-

miliarity that many are considered part of a 

city’s identity.
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Ambience

Daylight is incomparable. The fantastic rich-

ness in the colours and nuances. The sun’s 

rays interrupted by passing clouds produce 

fascinating effects in each and every room. 

Precisely positioned light sources in a room 

can prolong these effects once the sun goes 

down. The right lighting is, in more than one 

sense, a shining light in the darkness.
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Toldbod 155
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Toldbod 155

Christiania
a haven for the alternative 

Christiania is a mecca for the alternative – a free town and haven in the heart of Copenhagen. Here, 

there is ample space for ideas, words and deeds. Freedom to be one’s self and furnish the home 

with no particular regard for fashion or style. Here, free thinking flourishes and people, animals and 

the simplest objects create an effervescent collage in all of life’s colours and tones. 
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Space

Freedom and endless horizons. Space for 

thought and relaxation. On or off, lighting as a 

discrete presence underlining a mood. A de-

sign icon melts harmoniously into the picture, 

adding respectfully to the special ambience. 

The importance of lighting to our experience 

of a room is indisputable – but when done 

right, a light is only really noticed if attention 

is drawn to it. 
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PH 2/1
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PH 50
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Picturesque

Christiania represents limit-

less creativity. The results of the 

bubbling urge to create and ex-

periment with colours and sha-

pes can be seen everywhere. At 

Louis Poulsen, we are proud that 

our products stimulate imagination 

and creativity in this way. Because 

for us, lighting truly becomes a 

thing of beauty only when the ex-

perience of the lamp, the light and 

the room merge together to create 

something of even greater beauty. 
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Cohesion

Colours and décor bring personality and cha-

racter to a room. Harmonious in elegant, ba-

lanced nuances or pronounced in loud con-

trasts. Light and colour are inextricably linked. 

Quality lighting is essential to experience co-

lours correctly. It’s only when casting a criti-

cal eye on both can you create the perfect 

ambience. 
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PH 4/3
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PH 2/1
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Natural poise

The natural is often experienced as the ob-

vious. But recreating the natural is something 

of an art form. When done correctly, the de-

tails fade, while the overall impression and 

ambience come to the fore. This gives a 

sense of peace and harmony in which to live 

life to the full. Louis Poulsen design is not to 

provoke, but to blend naturally with an indi-

vidual’s style in an urbane way. 
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Outdoor l ife

Fresh air and warm summer evenings. 

Twilight gives way to darkness. The ambi-

ence is intensified by subdued and control-

led lighting. We value the dark and choose 

lighting that enhances both visually and func-

tionally. The balance must favour the dark to 

create the unique feeling of being at one 

with nature – an important part of Christiania. 
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PH 3-2½
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PH 3½-2½
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A sense of colour

Christiania is rich in colour and must be ex-

perienced in colour. Light can distort how we 

interpret it though, so it is important to use 

the right kind of light. At Louis Poulsen, we 

have always focused on reproducing faithful 

colour. Our lights must help create a clear and 

natural representation of reality. 
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Lifestyle

Do you prefer chaos or meticulous order? 

Clean lines or random gestures? Actually, 

what you do is unimportant – just as long as 

you do it your way. Surround yourself with 

meaningful things – things that make you 

happy and create a productive setting for 

your life. Illuminate them – enjoy them. 
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Toldbod 155
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Colours

Colour gives life. Lighting brings your décor to 

life. Courage is the only limit, when adding 

colour to your life and your home. Create life 

and happiness with vivid colours, or tranquil-

lity and balance with more subdued tones. 

Whatever you decide, always choose lighting 

that bathes colour in the light it deserves.  
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Interior l ighting

A room’s general lighting. Functional – 

selected with care and an instinct for the 

ambience. Here, there is no distracting 

glare, only soft and comfortable light. 

On or off, the light always brightens up a 

room. Elegantly simple or with a twist in 

the details and design. The function is the 

same, but your selection and approach to 

light determines the result. 
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Campbell 210
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PH 50
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Copenhagen
the home of PH 

Copenhagen challenged PH. The creative urge was cultivated in the city’s bohemian quarter, Ny-

havn, where jazz and beer flow side by side with the boats – an oasis for artists and creative souls. 

It was here that one of the world’s most admired lighting philosophies was conceived – where 

PH created his popular lighting designs. Ever since, lights such as PH 50 have become a cherished 

meeting point for families over the generations. 
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Alternativ

Light must not only be functional. It must 

also make a dwelling comfortable and 

homely. Let the lighting assert its charac-

ter and affirm that this is your home – an 

expression of your creativity and style. It 

should never become intrusive or domi-

nating, but discrete and affably contri-

bute to the positive ambience. 
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PH 50
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PH 50

Silhouette

Recognition is proof of a design’s unique fea-

tures and expression. The characteristic lines 

of PH 50 distinguish it from all other lights. 

Whether on or off, the eloquent silhouette 

makes it one of the world’s most recognisa-

ble lights. Distinctive in its design, characteri-

stic in its pleasant and glare-free light. 
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Hornbæk
a refuge from daily l ife 

A place where you have time to stop and let your thoughts wander. Surroundings that contrast with 

the stringency of daily life are the cue for relaxation, atmosphere and creativity. Here, you’ll find 

the perfect environment for challenging the rules and letting dreams become reality. Your personal 

world, where conventions take the back seat and you see things in a new light. 
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Fun

Light is never trivial or inconsequential. It 

is something so mood-creating and life-

giving. Strange to note, therefore, that 

many assign lighting a secondary role 

when furnishing their home. However, 

with the right lighting, you can create 

the surroundings for well-being and har-

mony – an investment in good lighting 

is, therefore, in more than one sense, an 

investment in the future. 
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Lighting
that makes al l the difference

We are introducing fantastic new products to supplement popular classic designs and ours is now 

one of the most exciting and outstanding lighting programmes in the world. The following pages 

provide a total overview of the Louis Poulsen home lighting product programme. 

Enjoy!  



Aeros
Design: Ross Lovegrove

Collage 450  
Design: Louise Campbell

AJ Royal
Design: Arne Jacobsen

Campbell 210 & 275
Design: Louise Campbell

Enigma 425
Design: Shoichi Uchiyama

Moser
Design: Anu Moser

PH 2/1 Pendant
Design: Poul Henningsen

PH 2/1 Stem fitting
Design: Poul Henningsen
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Aeros. Design: Ross Lovegrove. Materials: anodised aluminium in colour Golden Sand. 
Dimensions: Diameter 723mm, height 180mm, height incl. cord suspension 724mm.

AJ Royal. Design: Arne Jacobsen. Materials: White lacquered aluminium and steel. Dimensions: 
Ø 370: Diameter 370mm, height 181mm, Ø 500: Diameter 500mm, height 225mm. 

Campbell 210. Design: Louise Campbell. Materials: Mouth-blown clear glass with sandblasted 
stripes. Dimensions: Diameter 210mm, height 284mm. 

Campbell 275. Design: Louise Campbell. Materials: Mouth-blown clear glass with sandblasted 
stripes. Dimensions: Diameter 275mm, height 371mm. 

Collage 450. Design: Louise Campbell. Materials: Laser-cut acrylic in colours Snow White, 
Hotlips (pink), Juicy Orange, Lemon Yellow, Smoke Screen (grey). Suspension in natural anodi-
sed aluminium. Dimensions: Diameter 450mm, height 288mm.

Collage 600. Design: Louise Campbell. Materials: Laser-cut acrylic in colours Snow White, 
Hotlips (pink), Juicy Orange, Lemon Yellow, Smoke Screen (grey). Suspension in natural anodi-
sed aluminium. Dimensions: Diameter 600mm, height 360mm.

Enigma 425. Design: Shoichi Uchiyama. Materials: Shades: matt lacquered acrylic, Cone: brushed 
and lacquered aluminium. Dimensions: Diameter 422mm, height 740mm. 

Enigma 545. Design: Shoichi Uchiyama. Materials: Shades: matt lacquered acrylic, Cone: brushed 
and lacquered aluminium. Dimensions: Diameter 545mm, height 970mm. Enigma 825 is 
available to order.

Moser. Design: Anu Moser. Materials: Mouth-blown matt white opal glass. Suspension in 
polished aluminium. Dimensions: Ø 185: Diameter 185mm, height 255mm, Ø 205: Diameter 
205mm, height 285mm, Ø 250: Diameter 250mm, height 360mm.

PH 2/1 Pendant. Design: Poul Henningsen. Materials: Shades: mouth-blown white opal glass, 
Suspension: high-lustre, chrome-plated aluminium. Dimensions: Diameter 200mm, height 
140mm. 

PH 2/1 Stem fitting. Design: Poul Henningsen. Materials: Shades: mouth-blown white opal 
glass, Body and suspension: high-lustre, chrome-plated brass and aluminium. Dimensions: 
Diameter 596mm, height 551mm (incl. pendant fitting).

PH 3/2 Pendant. Design: Poul Henningsen. Materials: Shades mouth-blown white opal glass, 
Suspension: high-lustre or black, chrome-plated brass. Dimensions: Diameter 290mm, height 
242mm.

For details of light sources, wattages and light source sizing, please refer to our online 
overview at: stayplugged.louispoulsen.com

Pendants

Collage 600
Design: Louise Campbell

Enigma 545
Design: Shoichi Uchiyama

PH 3/2 Pendant
Design: Poul Henningsen



PH 50
Design: Poul Henningsen

PH 4½-4 Glass Pendant
Design: Poul Henningsen

Toldbod 120 Pendant
Design: Louis Poulsen

Toldbod 155/220 Glass Pendant
Design: Louis Poulsen

PH 5-4½
Design: Poul Henningsen

PH Snowball
Design: Poul Henningsen

PH 3/2 Academy
Design: Poul Henningsen

PH 4/3 Pendant
Design: Poul Henningsen
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PH 3/2 Academy. Design: Poul Henningsen. Materials: Shades: mouth-blown white opal glass, 
Body and suspension: high-lustre, chrome-plated brass Dimensions: Diameter 680mm, height 
345mm. 

PH 4/3 Pendant. Design: Poul Henningsen. Materials: White lacquered aluminium. Dimensions: 
Diameter 400mm, height 200mm.

PH 4½-4 Glass Pendant. Design: Poul Henningsen. Materials: Shades: mouth-blown white 
opal glass, Suspension: high-lustre, chrome-plated aluminium. Dimensions: Diameter 450mm, 
height 410mm. 

PH 5. Design: Poul Henningsen. Materials: White matt-lacquered aluminium. Dimensions: 
Diameter 500mm, height 285mm. 

PH 50. Design: Poul Henningsen. Materials: Chili Red, Mint Blue, Wasabi Green, Coconut White 
or Olive Black wet-lacquered aluminium. Dimensions: Diameter 500mm, height 285mm. 

PH 5-4½. Design: Poul Henningsen. Materials: White matt-lacquered aluminium. Dimensions: 
Diameter 466mm, height 318mm. 

PH Artichoke. Design: Poul Henningsen. Materials: Leaves:  Copper, brushed steel or white lac-
quered steel. Frame: High-lustre, chrome-plated steel. Dimensions: Ø 480: Diameter 480mm, 
height 497mm, Ø 600: Diameter 600mm, height 580mm. Ø 720 and Ø 840 available to order.

PH Snowball. Design: Poul Henningsen. Materials: White lacquered aluminium, high-lustre 
finish on top and matt finish on underside, Frame: high-lustre, chrome-plated aluminium. 
Dimensions: Diameter 400mm, height 390mm.

Toldbod 155/220 Glass Pendant. Design: Louis Poulsen. Materials: Mouth-blown white opal 
glass, pendant fitting in brushed stainless steel. Dimensions: 155: Diameter 155 mm, height 
incl. pendant fitting 260mm. 220: Diameter 220mm, height incl. pendant fitting 37mm.

Toldbod 120 Pendant. Design: Louis Poulsen. Materials: Spun aluminium shade in colours 
Misty Blue, Black Berry, Cloudy White, Yellow Blossom, all with wet-lacquered surface, and 
Grey Thunder with matt-lacquered and textured surface. Reflector in spun anodised aluminium. 
Dimensions: Diameter 120mm, height 121mm.

Wohlert. Design: Vilhelm Wohlert. Materials: Mouth-blown matt white opal glass, pendant fit-
ting in brushed steel Dimensions: Ø 300: Diameter 300mm, height 320mm, Ø 350: Diameter 
350mm, height 370mm. Ø 400 is available to order.

For details of light sources, wattages and light source sizing, please refer to our online 
overview at: stayplugged.louispoulsen.com

Pendants

PH 5
Design: Poul Henningsen

PH Artichoke
Design: Poul Henningsen

Wohlert
Design: Vilhelm Wohlert



AJ Table 
Design: Arne Jacobsen

AJ Floor 
Design: Arne Jacobsen

Panthella Table & Floor
Design: Verner Panton

PH 2/1 Table
Design: Poul Henningsen

AJ Table & Floor
Design: Arne Jacobsen

PH 3/2 Table
Design: Poul Henningsen

PH 4/3 Table
Design: Poul Henningsen

PH 80
Design: Poul Henningsen

PH 4½-3½ Table & Floor
Design: Poul Henningsen
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AJ Table. Design: Arne Jacobsen. Materials: Steel in colours  black, white, graphite grey, 
1805 (petroleum), 1806 (red), 1808 (sand), 1809 (yellow/green) and 1810 (blue/green). 
Dimensions: Diameter 350mm, height 560mm. 

AJ Floor. Design: Arne Jacobsen. Materials: Steel in colours black, white, graphite grey, 
1805 (petroleum), 1806 (red), 1808 (sand), 1809 (yellow/green) and 1810 (blue/green). 
Dimensions: Depth 325mm, height 1300mm.

OJ Table. Design: Ole Jensen. Materials: Shade, stem and base: White lacquered steel with 
textured surface. Dimensions: Height: 485mm, Diameter: 270mm. 

OJ Floor. Design: Ole Jensen. Materials: Shade, stem and base: White lacquered steel with 
textured surface. Dimensions: Height: 1300mm. Diameter: 186mm. 

Panthella Table. Design: Verner Panton. Materials: Shade in white opal acrylic, stem in white 
lacquered steel, base and top in white ABS. Dimensions: Diameter 400mm, height 580mm. 

Panthella Floor. Design: Verner Panton. Materials: Shade in white opal acrylic, stem in white 
lacquered steel, base and top in white ABS. Dimensions: Diameter 500mm, height 1305mm. 

PH 2/1 Table. Design: Poul Henningsen. Materials: Shades: mouth-blown white opal glass, 
Body and suspension: high-lustre, chrome-plated brass. Dimensions: Diameter 200mm, height 
355mm.

PH 3/2 Table. Design: Poul Henningsen. Materials: Shades: mouth-blown white opal glass, 
Body and suspension: high-lustre or black chrome-plated brass. Dimensions: Diameter 290mm, 
height 472mm.

PH 3½-2½ Floor. Design: Poul Henningsen. Materials: Shades: mouth-blown white opal glass, 
Stem and base: high-lustre, chrome-plated brass and steel. Dimensions: Diameter 330mm, 
height 1300mm.

PH 4/3 Table. Design: Poul Henningsen. Materials: Shades: white lacquered aluminium, Stem 
and base: high-lustre, chrome-plated brass and steel. Dimensions: Diameter 450mm, height 
540mm.

PH 80. Design: Poul Henningsen. Materials: Shades: white opal acrylic and polycarbonate, stem 
in high-lustre, chrome-plated steel. Dimensions: Diameter 550mm, height 1315mm. 

PH 4½-3½ Glass Table. Design: Poul Henningsen. Materials: Shades: mouth-blown white opal 
glass, Top plate and stem: high-lustre, chrome-plated brass and steel. Dimensions: Diameter 
450mm, height 550mm. 

PH 4½-3½ Glass Floor. Design: Poul Henningsen. Materials: Shades: mouth-blown white opal 
glass, Top plate and stem: high-lustre, chrome-plated brass and steel. Dimensions: Diameter 
450mm, height 1250mm. 

Snow. Design: Louise Campbell. Materials: Transparent acrylic (PMMA) with silk screen print. 
Dimensions: Diameter 350mm, height 1505mm, width 842mm.

For details of light sources, wattages and light source sizing, please refer to our online 
overview at: stayplugged.louispoulsen.com

Table & Floor

OJ Table & Floor
Design: Ole Jensen

PH 3½-2½ Floor
Design: Poul Henningsen

Snow
Design: Louise Campbell



AJ Wall
Design: Arne Jacobsen

PH Hat
Design: Poul Henningsen

PH 3/2 Wall
Design: Poul Henningsen

AJ Eklipta
Design: Arne Jacobsen

OJ Wall
Design: Ole Jensen

PH 3-2½ Bollard
Design: Poul Henningsen

PH 3-2½ Wall
Design: Poul Henningsen

Toldbod 155 Bollard
Design: Louis Poulsen
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AJ Wall. Design: Arne Jacobsen. Materials: Lacquered steel in colours black, white, graphite 
grey, 1805 (petroleum), 1806 (red), 1808 (sand), 1809 (yellow/green) and 1810 (blue/
green). Dimensions: Wall box diameter: 90mm, depth 335mm, height 180mm. 

AJ Eklipta Ø 220 & Ø 350. Design: Arne Jacobsen. Materials: Mouth-blown white opal glass, 
wall box in white lacquered aluminium. Dimensions: Ø 220: Diameter 220mm, depth 105mm. 
Ø 350: Diameter 350mm, depth 100mm.

OJ Wall. Design: Ole Jensen. Materials: Shade: white lacquered steel with a textured surface, 
Arm and wall box: white die-cast aluminium. Dimensions: Wall box diameter: 114mm, width 
250mm, height: 178mm.

PH 2/1 Wall. Design: Poul Henningsen. Materials: Shades: mouth-blown white opal glass, Arm 
and suspension: high-lustre chrome-plated aluminium and brass. Dimensions: Diameter 200 
mm, height 165mm, width 296mm.

PH 3/2 Wall. Design: Poul Henningsen. Materials: Shades: mouth-blown white opal glass, 
Arm and wall box: high-lustre, chrome-plated brass. Dimensions: Wall box diameter: 140mm, 
diameter 290mm, height 235mm, depth 367mm.

PH Hat. Design: Poul Henningsen. Materials: White lacquered steel. Dimensions: Diameter 
225mm, depth 145mm.

Wall

Outdoor lighting

AJ 50 Wall LED. Design: Arne Jacobsen. Materials: Textured die-cast aluminium in colours 
aluminium-coloured, white and black. Integrated LED light source. Dimensions: Wall box 
diameter: 113mm, height: 248mm, depth: 349mm. 

PH 3-2½ Bollard. Design: Poul Henningsen. Materials: Shades in black lacquered steel. 
Dimensions: Diameter 283mm, height 909mm.

PH 3-2½ Wall. Design: Poul Henningsen. Materials: Shades in black lacquered steel. 
Dimensions: Diameter 283mm, depth 336mm, height 239mm. 

Toldbod 155 Bollard. Design: Louis Poulsen. Materials: Aluminium-coloured or black lacquered 
aluminium with textured surface. Dimensions: Diameter 155mm, depth 267mm, height 
900mm. 

Toldbod 155 Wall. Design: Louis Poulsen. Materials: Aluminium-coloured or black lacquered 
aluminium with textured surface. Dimensions: Diameter 155mm, depth 267mm, height 
158mm.

For details of light sources, wattages and light source sizing, please refer to our online 
overview at: stayplugged.louispoulsen.com

AJ 50 Wall LED - outdoor
Design: Arne Jacobsen

PH 2/1 Wall
Design: Poul Henningsen

Toldbod 155 Wall
Design: Louis Poulsen
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